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plished strength athletes of recent years. 

With a background in track & field, Smith took his 2 collegiate national shot put championships and con-
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squat with wraps, 385kg/849# squat in sleeves, 257.5kg/567# bench press and 370kg/815# deadlift, as 
well as Top 20 Totals of All-Time in wraps and sleeves at 1055kg/2325# and 1010kg/2226# respectively. 
Smith also earned his professional status in Strongman by a landslide victory at the 2012 North Ameri-
can Strongman Championships. 

As a coach, Smith has helped numerous powerlifters reach World Class status like IPF World Champi-
on Marisa Inda and Top 10 in the World lifters Andy Huang, Kristen Dunsmore, Brandon Allen and more. 
Chad has coached 1000s of athletes around the World through his seminars in the US, Canada, Aus-
tralia and Europe. In addition, he has helped over 50 athletes earn Division 1 athletic scholarships and 
worked with athletes in the NFL, UFC, MLB and Olympics.
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INTRODUCTION
‘The meet doesn’t start until the bar is on the floor,’ is a common refrain in powerlifting to illustrate the 
importance of the Deadlift. The Deadlift trains the most muscles, with generally the heaviest weights, 
over the longest range of motion of any exercise. For these reasons, it is an extremely effective strength 
builder throughout the entire body and is also the most fatiguing of the powerlifts so the training for it 
must be managed very well. In this book, I aim to help you understand how that training can best be 
managed and how you can build your technique to effectively move big weights while staying healthy 
for the long run.
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Equipment
The Deadlift doesn’t have much equipment to consider but the small details of belt, footwear and when/
why to train with straps can be that last bit you need to take your deadlift up to the next level. 

Belts
A good quality belt is the foundational piece of equipment for deadlifting, as well as lifting in general and 
should be thought of as an investment that can last for many years. Key traits to look at when assessing 
a belt are:

1) Width
2) Thickness
3) How It Is Secured
4) Quality of Material

The maximum allowable belt width in the majority of powerlifting federations is 10cm and using this max-
imum width will provide you with the greatest surface area to create pressure against. While most lift-
ers will want to select a belt that is 10cm all the way around, very short lifters may benefit from a tapered 
belt, as it will be more comfortable fitting between their hips and ribs. A belt that is slightly thinner all the 
way around could be appropriate for heavier athletes who find a belt restrictive when getting into posi-
tion. Two of the biggest deadlifters I coach, Andy Huang and Brandon Allen, deadlift without a belt to 
avoid restriction in their setup positions.

Most powerlifting belts are offered in two thickness options, 10mm and 13mm. While a thicker belt pro-
vides some modicum of extra stiffness, it also will take the belt longer to break in and for heavier/wider 
waisted lifters may be very uncomfortable. I personally wear a 10mm belt but if you don’t mind taking the 
extra time to break in the belt and feel comfortable with the extra thickness then 13mm is likely the best 
option for you.

Standard Belt Tapered Belt
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There are 3 allowable ways to secure a powerlifting belt, single prong, double prong and lever. Double 
prong belts offer no extra security compared to single prong belts but they are much more difficult to 
fasten, avoid buying a double prong belt. Lever belts offer the greatest consistency but could become 
a hassle with changes in bodyweight, belt positioning and clothing, for these reasons I choose a single 
prong belt for myself but lever belts are also of very high quality and a great option. 

Quality of material is a great consideration when choosing a belt. Different types of leather will present 
differences in ease of breaking in the belt, stiffness of the material and durability of the product. Lower 
quality belts will often feel more like plastic and often have layers of material laminated together, avoid 
this type of belt. You want to find belts made of Top Grain Leather or Sole Leather, as these will be dura-
ble and last you for years, if not decades.

Single Prong Belt Double Prong Belt Lever Belt
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Shoes with a very slight heel can be useful if a lifter has ankle mobility restrictions that hinders them from 
finding their best start position. This heel is going to be rather small, likely a maximum of ¼” to avoid the 
athlete being tipped forward too much and not being able to utilize their hamstrings and glutes to their 
fullest potential. 

I (in)famously wear Sperry Topsiders aka Boat Shoes, for the deadlift. This started by accident, as I used 
to wear ballet slippers but couldn’t find one of them in my bag at a meet, so had to choose between Ro-
maleos and Topsiders, chose the Topsiders, pulled a PR and the rest was history. In all seriousness 
though, their slight heel and thin/wide/hard sole, allows me to get into a good position and pull my best. 

Flat soled shoes like Chuck Taylors or Wrestling Shoes are the most popular deadlift footwear. Wheth-
er you’re pulling conventional or sumo, their thin, flat soles and sturdy construction will allow you to feel 
even pressure throughout your whole foot to the ground. 

Deadlift slippers offer many of the same benefits as flat soled shoes but with a nearly non-existent sole 
that puts the lifter as close to the ground as possible, slightly shortening the distance they need to pull. I 
would not suggest slippers for ultra-wide sumo pulling. 

Shoes

Slight Heeled Shoes Flat Sole Shoes Slippers
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Straps can be a bit controversial when it comes to training the deadlift. While they can help save your 
hands during higher volume training, some people will become too reliant on them and not develop their 
grips well enough, and for over/under pullers, I think that training with straps creates a significant tech-
nique change. Let’s look at some times where straps should be avoided and times when they can be 
helpful: 

Avoid Straps If…
-You have a weak grip
-You pull with an over/under grip and feel that straps change your setup position significantly. They 
could be ok for Hypertrophy training and backdown sets still, but I would avoid them on top sets/rep 
maxes. 

Straps Are Ok If…
-You have a strong grip and need to avoid beating up your hands
-You pull with a hookgrip and are doing reps. 
-You aren’t able to complete your planned work because of a torn callous
-You need greater overload of your back/hamstrings and want to go a bit heavier than normal on back-
down sets.

STRAPS
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You have two main options when selecting a bar to train the deadlift with, Power Bar or Deadlift Bar. The 
first thing you’ll want to do when selecting your bar of choice, is check which type of bar is used in the 
federation you compete in.

BARS

Regardless of which bar the federation you compete in utilizes, there is a lot of value in training with a 
Power Bar like a Rogue Power Bar. The thicker diameter (29mm) and shorter distance between the col-
lars makes the bar stiffer, challenging your grip more and helping build more strength off the floor. If you 
compete with a specialty deadlift bar, you’ll need to do some training with it, to ensure your technique 
and timing is acclimated to it but you could do the majority of your training with the Power Bar up until 
4-8 weeks out from competition.
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WarmING up
Preparing the body to move through a full range of motion in an efficient time frame is the goal of our 
deadlift warm-up. Each individual athlete will fall within a spectrum of need in terms of how much time 
they’ll have to devote to preparing their body, number of different drills performed and specific areas 
that need attention. Here are some ways to address different body parts which may need extra attention 
to get in a good pulling position, thanks to Dr. Quinn Henoch of Clinical Athlete for his help and input 
here.

We are going to start by building a sequence from the ground up and it is this kind of bottom up ap-
proach, meaning we’re going to start with very low level exercises, more of teaching tools, motor control 
drills and then build you up to standing and start to integrate more load and specificity to the deadlift. 
We are doing it like that to give you context and to look at what a prep sequence might look like. Kind of 
building from the ground up, however in practicality, if you can use a top down approach, that is better, 
because it’s more specific, it will decrease the time you spend warming up.

A top down approach is if you can do just do more lighter deadlifts or something like an RDL or a split 
stance. If you can just go straight to that and bypass the lower level exercises that is better, it is more 
specific, it will increase your fitness while it preps your body. However there are some people who are 
dealing with current injuries, they are dealing with past injuries and maybe working into training after a 
time where they a lay off or are new to training, people who are not familiar with a deadlift itself, and not 
familiar with heavy loads. Sometimes those lower level exercises can be very beneficial.

90/90 Breathing
With your knees bent at 90 degrees, hips bent at 90 degrees, foam roller being squeezed between the 
knees to create some adduction tension, forcefully breathe in through the nose, out through the mouth, 
as if trying to breathe out through a straw, so a long forceful exhale. Keep your ribs down, and then with 
a slight hamstring curl into the bench or wall, put some tension in the hamstring to slightly raise the tail-
bone off the floor, lining up the bottom of the ribs and the top of the pelvis with each other, so we’re 
practicing that neutral bracing position that we want when pulling heavy weights in the deadlift.
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Hamstrings
Hamstring tightness inhibiting the squat is a bit of a misnomer.  Sure the hamstring are lengthened at 
the hip joint as you descend, but they are shortened at the knee. So it is a bit of a wash. The hamstrings 
are important, however, in opposing the erectors and hip flexors by keeping your pelvis from excessive-
ly anteriorly tilting while you descend. If you insist on stretching your hamstrings, do this drill; where you 
are also incorporating trunk and pelvic control. Exhale fully and forcefully as you lower the leg.

Active Straight Leg Raise. Keep the ribs down and lower back flush against the ground throughout the 
movement. Try to avoid either leg externally rotating.

Glutes
The glute bridge is pretty much physical therapy 101. It is the most common exercise that everybody 
knows, but it is often done in such a manner that probably doesn’t give any benefits whatsoever. It’s al-
ready a very low level exercise, it’s already gonna be very non-specific, it’s not gonna build a ton of fit-
ness unless you are loading it with a barbell, which you can do. The way people perform this exercise 
is usually a set to 10 or 20, and they’re just busting out reps as fast as they can. If we are trying to set 
some type of motor control patterning, control the lockout, learn how to drive with the hip extensors, the 
way that we perform the glute bridge is with focus and intent.

Glute Bridge. Exhale with some force, get your abs to turn on, ribs down, now breathe into that space 
and brace through circumferential expansion. Drive the full foot into the floor to extend the hip up, as far 
as you can, while maintaining a neutral lumbar spine.
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Thoracic Spine
Thoracic spine restriction can hinder your squat by making it very difficult to remain upright in the hole, 
or to properly set up on the bar. If the tspine doesn’t move, other areas must take up the slack.  Of-
ten you may see excessive motion in the cervical and lumbar spine to compensate; or cranking on the 
shoulder joint in an effort to maintain position. The things mentioned already should have done a decent 
job of restoring flexion and extension of the tspine; but for that last little bit, a bit of extension work can 
really put your tspine game over the top. Do not crank yourself in rotation that you do not have to, but 
move smoothly into the range you have, and breath your way to more.

Side Lying Thoracic Rotations. Focus on the lower back remaining neutral and still while the rotation 
comes from the upper back.

Latissimus Dorsi
The lats can be a real challenge to prepare for deadlifts.  Not only does it pull the shoulder into internal 
rotation and can depress the entire complex, but it can pull your lower back into hyper-lordosis because 
of its attachment to the thoracolumbar fascia. For someone with overactive lats, just setting up on the 
bar can be difficult.

Here is a breathing drill to start with before you start cranking on anything. The spinal flexion combined 
with deep breathing can help to inhibit the extensor tone that the lat can facilitate. 3-5 sets of 5 breaths.

Rockback Breathing with Double Elbow Reach. Breathe in deeply through the nose, trying to fill your up-
per back with air and as you exhale, push down through your elbows while trying to create a global arch 
through the spine from the lower to upper back.
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Hip Extension
The Tall Kneeling Glute Activation is a great way to pattern proper hip extension. With your weight even 
on both knees, exhale hard to set the ribs down, then draw in a full breath through the nose. Now drive 
your hips forward into full extension, keeping the shoulders over the hips, you can either hold this ex-
tended position through 4-5 breaths or do reps, resetting the brace every time.
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You now have some tools to help you build and improve your deadlift pattern, as well as strategies to 
maintain it. Give the progression a shot, and find what combination of movements work best for you. 
Some people need little deadlift prep, others need more. However, this can give you a starting point in 
regards to identifying your specific limitations, and strategies to start correcting them.

SUMMARY

Marisa Inda demonstrates a simple warmup to utilize before your Conventional Deadlift training.

Chad Wesley Smith demonstrates a simple warmup to utilize before your Sumo Deadlift training 
sessions.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f3GBB3GAqIQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CLcv3oW77vQ
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Technique
The Deadlift involves the most muscle of any of the three powerlifts, testing the strength in your hands, 
entire back, glutes, hips, hamstrings, quads and trunk. In the past 5 years, I have conducted over 200 
seminars in the US, UK, Australia, Ireland and Canada, working with athletes from rank beginners to ad-
vanced lifters, in addition to my normal coaching work, helping guide the training of IPF World Champi-
on Marisa Inda and Top 5 in the World lifters like Andy Huang, Brandon Allen, Kristen Dunsmore, Steve 
Gentili, Kevin Torres, Evan Mensing and others; through working with this wide range of athletes, I have 
been able to identify 5 primary areas where Conventional Deadlift technique often breaks down and cre-
ate effective cues and strategies to improve technique.

A good starting point to find your stance from is the same place that you would do a vertical jump from 
or a box jump from. The feet are under the hips, maybe a slight adjustment in or out from that based on 
personal preference. Stance width really needs to be considered based on the athlete’s dimensions. 
What is a narrow stance for Marisa Inda at 5’2” 114#/52kg, is actually a stance pretty much right under-
neath her hips. If we were to look at another extreme, an athlete like Brian Shaw, and everyone thinks, 
“Oh my God, Brian Shaw has such a wide stance for the conventional deadlift.” When you consider that 
he’s 6’8”, 450 pounds, his feet being that wide apart isn’t that necessarily of a wide stance compared to 
his frame. Maybe Marisa has a slightly narrow stance relative to her body frame, and Brian Shaw has a 
slightly wide stance compared to his, and because of their extreme proportions, it looks a bit more ex-
aggerated than it really is.

In regards to toe angle, the toes pointed straight 
ahead will be a little bit more advantageous to 
the athlete at lockout. If you have someone who 
struggles from the floor, hip structure would be 
taken into account, but it generally gives the ath-
lete more assistance from the floor, but potential-
ly makes it a bit more difficult for them to lock the 
weight out.

STANCE & HIP HINGE

Toes Straight Toes Out

Wider / Toes Out Stance
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The athlete’s body weight, if you have a super heavyweight, male athlete of very ‘advanced size’, may-
be the toes out and a little bit wider stance is gonna be necessary for them to put their stomach between 
their legs to some degree.

Once we’ve established stance width, the next key point is how far the athlete is away from the bar. The 
common thinking is that closer is always better, and the bar touching the shin is a must. While keeping 
the bar close is important, having the bar too close can actually be a detriment to the athlete in finding 
a good start position. Where we really run into problems with that is athletes with a longer leg, who may 
need a bit more forward knee movement to be able to get into position, or athletes who are bigger in the 
midsection, and just need more room to get into a good position. 

If you have a lifter like Marisa Inda who has very good body proportion for the deadlift, and is able to 
achieve a pretty ideal start position, she can start very close to the bar because she is so small. You 
will see that the best deadlifters in the world start with a vertical shin position, and they are able to start 
with that vertical shin position and be the best deadlifters in the world, because their bodies are propor-
tioned in such a way that allow them to achieve that. That does not mean everyone who is pulling con-
ventional, is going to be able to start with that great vertical shin position like Konstantin Konstantinovs, 
Kim Walford or George Leeman. You may have to have a little bit more forward shin position. While you 
may have to have a little bit more forward shin position, you should be trying to strive for that very verti-
cal shin position, as vertical as you can make it.

Bar Over Laces.
Appropriate for smaller/thinner athletes

Bar Over Toes.
Better for heavier/thicker athletes
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For a smaller athlete getting set to the bar, if they look straight down, the bar would be covering the 
knot in their shoe laces. For a bigger lifter, start with the bar closer to the end of your toes, this will give 
more room to get into a good start position. You will most likely be somewhere between those two po-
sitions but, where the bar starts over your foot is going to be critical when we come to our next point of 
hip-hinging. 

Hip-hinging is a critical movement pattern to understand for the deadlift. The deadlift is a hip-hinge, not 
a squat. Creating this vertical shin position, or as near vertical shin position as possible, will be a key as-
pect of the hip-hinge.

Standing Tall w/ Bar 2-3” from Shin

Squatting Down Pushing Bar Away Vertical Shin Position to Bar
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If you were to make the first move down to the bar a squat, your knees would travel forward and shins 
would push the bar away from you, but because the first move is going to be a hip-hinge, the hips will 
push back and allow you to maintain a (nearly) vertical shin position and create great tension in the 
hamstrings.

A good drill for this and a very simple way to help athletes understand the hip-hinge movement pattern, 
is just to have them do a hip-hinge, and I’ll call this the Wall Touch drill.

The wall touch drill is a very simple, but very effective way to help athletes begin to understand 
how to hip-hinge.

Take a very small step, maybe just two or three inches away from the wall.

Now, with a soft knee, so your knees are not locked out, but not really bent either. Push your hips 
back until they touch the wall.
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Once you do that, move a little bit further away from the boxes, repeat that same pattern, pushing 
the hips back til your butt touches the wall.

Move further away from the wall after each rep, to better ingrain this pattern.

A thinner lifter may able to hip-hinge down to the bar and get into this really great vertical shin position, 
but when you see heavier lifters, 275s, 308s, SHWs, have much higher squats than they do deadlifts. 
That is because of the position that they are able to get in for the start of the deadlift. This is definitely a 
problem that I’ve had. If you are a lifter of more advanced size, this could be particularly helpful for you, 
and is a way that I really like to teach beginner lifters of how to get into position. I want to teach it from 
the top down. 

I start with the bar pretty far away from me, about at the end of my toes. Where a smaller/thinner lifter is 
able to reach down and grab the bar and then pull their hips into position, I have to start hinging from 
the top. My first move is to begin driving my hips back, maintaining even pressure throughout my foot 
the whole time, and I’m trying to arch hard though my back doesn’t really arch that well. I keep hing-
ing and arching hard until I can barely touch the bar. Then I will use the bar to leverage and pull myself 
down into position the rest of the way.
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A big change in my deadlifting technique, and an improvement in my deadlift, happened when I used 
to think, “I have this really strong squat, so I want to squat into the lift.” And I would end up trying to get 
ready to pull by bending my knees more and I would have a really low butt position, but then I would 
end up shooting my hips up before the bar began to move. If that’s a common problem that you have, 
where your hips rise before your shoulders move, it is a simple fix. Wherever your hips are when the bar 
leaves the floor, you should put them there to start, because they’re finding their tension before the bar 
breaks the floor, so, we want to put them in that spot of tension to begin with. If it is too high, you’ll end 
up being table topped, and that’s not ideal either. 

By starting with my hips low, I thought I’d be able to utilize more leg strength in the start but the 
actual result was a lack of hamstring tension which caused my hips to rise faster than my shoul-
ders. If this happens to you, just put your hips at the start where they are when the bar leaves the 
floor.

A cue that I really like here to help ensure the hip 
hinging pattern is that if we were to make a window 
with our arms and the bar, you are going to take your 
knees and put them through that window. That’s going 
to ensure that the bar stays close to you, that the bar 
is touching the shins, just lightly touching the shins, 
not dug into at them at all because we don’t want to 
add friction, but it’ll make sure that your maintaining 
as close to vertical shin position as possible. You’ll 
likely need a little bit of forward knee movement to en-
sure that you’re able to use your legs, your quads ef-
fectively to push away from the floor.
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As the general rule of thumb, you are going to want to grab the bar as close to your shins as possi-
ble. Of course you don’t want your forearm to end up on top of your knee, because that is going to 
keep the bar farther away from you. Grab just outside of the knees. Some people, if they’re very broad 
shouldered, very big chested, may need to go a little bit wider than that to allow for their chest to come 
through at the lock out, but again, that is more of an exception than a rule and if you are reading this, 
you are probably not the exception to the rule, so don’t automatically think, “Oh yeah, I’m a big barrel 
chested guy, I need to put my hands out wider.”

A common mistake people make in the deadlift would be the upper back rounding right off the floor, 
hips rising relatively fast compared to shoulders. They begin to pull, and this kind of question mark ac-
tion happens, and the bar gets away from them as they start to pull. This is due to a lack of lat and up-
per back tightness. The cue I like to use for that is to ‘protect your armpits’. I have two much older broth-
ers that used to like beat me up when I was a little kid, and tickle me until I would piss my pants, so I got 
very adept at protecting my armpits from those sort of tickle attacks. Protecting your armpits means that 
you are squeezing your tricep into your lats, as if to stop someone from being able to tickle your armpits.

CREATING LAT TENSION
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Key points to focus on are the hands being right outside the shins, which is going to allow our arms to 
be as effectively long as they can be, you may need to go a little bit wider if you’re very broad shoul-
dered, broad chested, to allow your chest to come through effectively at the lock out. You don’t want to 
be so close that your arm is on top of your knee, pushing the bar away from you. Once you’ve grabbed 
the bar, you’re going to engage your lats by using the cue of protect your armpits. Squeezing your tricep 
into your lat, and that’s going to ensure that you have a very rigid torso position, and your shoulders and 
hips can move effectively together off the floor.

The final point to address here is grip, how you’re going to grab the bar, where it goes in your hand, and 
what kind of grip you should use. Two common ways that people are going to deadlift heavy weights is 
an over under grip, or hook grip. One isn’t necessarily better than the other, they each offer their own 
advantages. Hook grip is going to effectively make your arms a bit longer, and ensure more protection 
for the bicep, because it’s not uncommon for the underhand, if people start to bend their arm with the 
underhand, to suffer bicep tears. Over under is certainly more comfortable than the hook grip. The hook 
grip can become a limiting thing based on essentially the toughness of the skin in your thumb, because 
if the skin rips away from the thumb, then you’ve missed the grip even if your hands may have been 
strong enough. 

Loose Lats Tight Lats
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With the over under grip you want to have the bar as low in the hand as possible, so it becomes a bit 
more reliant upon your finger strengths, and your fingers are acting like hooks. If the bar gets too high in 
the hand, there’s going to be a lot more room for the bar to slide down in the hand, and it would be tear 
calluses along the way. In the hook grip, getting as much of your thumb around the bar as possible so 
you can get, of course, at minimum one finger hooked around the thumb, but ideally maybe two and po-
tentially if you have a very big hand, or a very long thumb, three fingers hooked around the bar.

Bar In Hand

Bar In Fingers
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The next big step that we are going to address is key to tension, breathing and bracing. There is really 
two ways that this can happen. You can breathe and brace at the top, or you can breathe and brace at 
the bottom, and maybe you can breathe and brace a bit at the top and at the bottom. 

Breathing at the top generally allows for more air to be taken in because there is more space and the 
abdomen cavity has more room to fill up more air when you’re standing upright, rather than when you 
get bent over and things get compacted and constricted. That would be the ideal thing is to take your 
air in all at the top, reach down, get set, and go, but if your setup takes a little bit longer, maybe you’re 
going to begin to lose some tension, maybe get a little bit light-headed. If you’re an athlete of more ad-
vanced size, maybe taking your air in at the top is going to make it too restrictive for you to be able to 
get into an effective position.

BREATHING & BRACING

An intact can is strong and stable like a neutral and braced trunk.

Flexion or Extension in your trunk is like
denting a can.

The ‘dented can’ position isn’t strong under 
load.
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Important concept to understand as we are breathing and bracing is that we are trying to brace a neu-
tral position. Think of a soda can, an empty soda can sitting on a table, and you try to compress that 
can, it takes a lot of force. But we take that same can and put a dent into the side of it, and it’ll crush 
right away. Bracing a neutral position allows for maximum tension, while an extended or flexed position 
is going to be more difficult to generate stability. While you may have heard queuing about big chest or 
arching hard in the low back, when you set your air as you take it in from the top, what we find to be a 
very effective tool is to have a quick forceful exhale, setting your rib position slightly down, and then from 
here, filling up and bracing as hard as possible and maintaining that more neutral position as you reach 
down to grab the bar, creating this same can of stability position. 

If you are like me, an athlete of advanced size, it may be unrealistic for you to take your air in at the top 
because it would be too restrictive to your position. If this is you, you’ll need to hip hinge down to the 
bar, possibly forcefully exhaling as you do so and then once you’ve grabbed the bar, take in as much as 
as possible in this position. It won’t be as much as as you can get in at the top, but a good position with 
less air is better than the alternative.
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Once you’ve found a great braced start position with excellent lat tension and the appropriate grip, 
which we learned about in the previous sections, we are now ready to drive the bar from the floor. 

Weight Forward Weight Back

INITIATING FROM THE FLOOR

To ensure that we are starting the lift as well as possible maintain even pressure throughout the foot. We 
don’t want to be rocked forward onto the toes, nor do we want to be so far back on the heels that the 
toes come off the ground. Too far forward on the toes is going to cause the bar to drift away from you 
right away. Being too far back on the heels isn’t going to allow the athlete to engage their quads to push 
themselves away from the floor. Similarly to the squat, we want to have even foot pressure between big 
toe, little toe and heel, even weight distribution between those three points of contact.
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The next thing that we need to do is to continually engage tension throughout the body. It is going to be 
very important to be patient in the start, many lifters tend to want to rush the start and jerk the bar off the 
floor, and when they do that, sometimes they relax their arms, and then pull and kind of put their biceps 
in a compromising position. To avoid that, flex your triceps hard to ensure that your arms are long. Con-
tinue trying to draw air in circumferentially and tighten the lats, in an effort to make the bar hover off of 
the ground before actually initiating the real drive with the legs.

To avoid the hips rising early, which is often indicative of a lack of hamstring tension, typically attributed 
to putting your hips too low in the start position. It also could be just a lack of low back strength, which 
you can address with low back-specific work like back raises, reverse hypers and more RDLs.

If the upper back is rounding, and you’re losing that position, that’s likely an issue of a lack of lat tight-
ness. So make sure that you’re protecting the armpits, squeezing the triceps into the lats to create that 
very rigid torso position.

The final thing in regards to the start position is your head. Head position is something, where there will 
not be a universal best way. What we want to avoid are extremes in the head position, we do not want to 
be looking straight down at the ground. We do not want to be tilting the head so far back looking up at 
the ceiling, but anywhere between those, a relatively neutral position is fine. So whatever head position 
you choose, slightly up, slightly down, anywhere in between, imagine as if you are wearing a neck brace 
and it’s a locked that head position in.
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A great deadlift lockout starts at the beginning of the lift. If you are in a bad start position, it is very un-
likely that you are going to have an efficient and effective lockout. So go back and watch re-read the 
previous sections to make sure you are doing everything right leading up to this portion of things. 

The emphasis of our Deadlift lockout will be locking out as early as possible. The common problem that 
we see is that people will pull the bar up and back too late in the deadlift. So the bar here gets high on 
the thighs before beginning to lean back into the lockout, hyper-extending the back into the finish. What 
we want to achieve with an ideal and optimal deadlift lockout is, when you feel the bar reach the bottom 
of your knees, then begin driving the hip through to meet the bar at lockout. So, as the bar rises, the hip 
comes forward and they meet at the top, rather than pulling the bar up and back into the hip. We want 
the bar to move in a straight line throughout the lift. As soon as the bar is at the bottom of knees, begin 
to drive your hips forward to the bar. Flex the glutes hard and fire your hips to the bar.

Head position can come into play with this a bit as well. We have some athletes who actually prefer to 
tuck their chin a little bit into the lockout. Other athletes who will prefer to drive their head up slightly. Ei-
ther one is fine, whatever you feel more comfortable with. Just make sure that as soon as the bar gets to 
the bottom of the knee that, you are very quickly, compactly driving your hips forward to meet the bar at 
lockout rather than getting it up high on the thigh and over exaggerating a leaned back position.

THE LOCKOUT

When the bar reaches the bottom of your 
knees, you should begin to drive your hips 

through to lockout.

If you wait until the bar is higher on the thigh to 
initiate lockout, you’ll have to pull the bar fur-

ther and the lockout is inefficient. 
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As you stand at lockout with the bar, the quads should be flexed as hard as possible, the glutes should 
be flexed as hard as possible. The athlete is standing very tall. We are locking out up, not locking out by 
laying back. The Tall Kneeling Glute Activation drill from the warmup should be useful in practicing this 
action.
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While vilified across the internet as ‘cheating’, the Sumo Deadlift is a highly technical movement that re-
quires great mobility and strength to execute with maximum effectiveness. It may allow athletes who ar-
en’t as ‘strong’ to achieve higher results through technical mastery, than they would with convention-
al technique. Now we will address some of the critical aspects of Sumo Deadlift technique that must be 
mastered to maximize success.

The difference in sumo deadlifting and conventional deadlifting, obviously, the feet are outside the 
hands in the sumo, but just putting your feet out wide isn’t enough to maximize success. Generally, the 
place we want to start is to have somebody step to where their heel is directly under their knee when 
they finally get into position to pull but this position can vary based on an athlete’s proportions and mo-
bility. 

THE STANCE

THE SUMO DEADLIFT
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When you begin to find your stance, this knee-stacked-over-ankle position should be your starting point 
and you can adjust wider from there as you train more, improving mobility, stability and learning what 
works best for you. 

The athlete should be actively screwing their feet into the floor (external rotation) while maintaining three 
even points of contact, the big toe, little toe and heel; to help find this stacked position wit the knee over 
the ankle and the shin perpendicular to the floor.
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The distance the bar is set away from the shin when the athlete is standing upright, will also play a key 
role in the effectiveness of the setup position. If the bar is too close to the athlete, their shins will push 
the bar forward when they squat or pull themselves into position. If the athlete has the bar very close 
and doesn’t push the bar away from themselves with their shin, its likely that they are then almost falling 
back, using the bar to hold themselves upright and losing even pressure throughout their foot. If the bar 
is too far away, they will either allow too much forward knee travel to help their shin touch the bar and 
tension will be lost throughout the posterior chain, as well as likely losing the stacked knee over ankle 
position; or they will fail to get the bar as close as possible to the midline of their bodies.
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Toe angle is the final consideration when finding your sumo deadlift stance and similar to the squat, the 
angle of your toes will be highly influenced by the structure of your hips. Stability must also be taken 
into account when adjusting toe angle and pointing your toes further out to the sides, will reduce stabil-
ity and make balance tougher but will also help you achieve a better position where your hips are more 
over the bar. Finding your best toe angle will be a process of trial and error, to see where your hip exter-
nal rotation will allow you to achieve and how balanced/stable you feel in that position. 
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A simple place to begin with your grip in the Sumo Deadlift is to have your hands directly under your 
shoulders, so your arms are drawing a plumb line down from them. Moving them in slightly from there 
can help effectively elongate your arms but may cause the bar to tilt to one side or the other. If you 
struggle with the bar ‘windmilling’ on you at lockout or getting your hands caught up on your quads, wid-
ening your under hand can help mitigate that. More so than in the conventional deadlift, utilizing a hook 
grip can be particularly helpful for sumo because it will avoid the issue of your under hand running into 
your quads. 

Getting into the starting position for the Sumo Deadlift leaves you with two primary options, you can 
squat into position or you can hinge into position. Each of these has their own benefits and drawbacks. 

If you squat into position, maintaining an upright torso and trying to only bend your knees to reach down 
to the bar is a good decision if…
    -You have very strong legs and this helps you feel tension in your quads better
    -You have very good ankle and hip mobility and are able to squat down without your shins 
     pushing the bar away from you. 

If you choose to squat down to the bar to get into position you should be very aware of…
    -It may be difficult for you to maintain low back and hamstring tension
    -Not allowing your hips to drop too low, you want your hips close to the bar on the horizontal 
     plane, not necessarily the vertical plane. 

If you hinge into position, starting with your hips high and legs straight and leveraging against the bar to 
get into position, you should be aware that…
    -This is best for those with relatively strong hips compared to their quads.
    -It can be difficult to be patient and get your hips to the right height, especially when getting to
     maximal weights. 
    -Leveraging against the bar can be useful but you need to be aware of weight distribution in  
     your feet. 

As you examine your start position, look at it directly from the side and you should be trying to minimize 
the profile of your setup position. This is achieved by getting your hips over the bar which requires ex-
cellent hip and groin mobility to achieve. 

GETTING INTO POSITION TO PULL
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Getting the hips low, tends to be an overrated idea in the start of the sumo deadlift, the hips need to be 
close to the bar vertically, not as much horizontally.
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If you struggle with hip positioning in the start of the Sumo Deadlift, the simplest strategy to improve this, 
is pulling from a height that allows you to get into the right position. Pulling from the floor requires more 
mobility than pulling from blocks, so while you might not be able to get into a great position from the 
floor, pulling with the bar elevated on blocks will allow you to achieve the start position you are looking 
to achieve while incrementally increasing mobility. If the bar needs to be elevated on 6” blocks for you 
to get into a great position, then add an extra deadlift session each week where you pull from 6” blocks 
and then each week or two, you can lower the blocks by 1” as your mobility and positioning improves. 

Hips Low Hips High and Over Bar
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Generating tension throughout the body as you initiate the pull from the floor is critical to transferring 
power into the bar, as well as helping to maintain proper body angles to set you up for a successful fin-
ish to the lift. The necessary tension for maximal lifts comes from bracing your trunk, tightening your lats 
and being patient in initiating the lift. 

Breathing and bracing is the first important step in creating the tightness you need to lift the biggest 
weights possible. You can take your air before you reach down to grab the bar, after you’ve grabbed the 
bar or a combination of both. Regardless of when you take your biggest breath in, the positioning and 
intent of this breath is the same. Pull air into your obliques with the top of your pelvis aligned with the 
bottom of your ribs, bear down in this position in an attempt to generate circumferential expansion, 360 
degrees of pressure, through your abs, obliques and low back. 

Once you’ve taken in air to generate maximal tension through your trunk, the next important area of tight-
ness will be in your lats. As you pull yourself into position to begin the pull, the same cue that we use for 
the conventional deadlift, ‘Protect Your Armpits’, will come into play. Squeeze your triceps into the side 
of your lats, as if you are trying to block someone from tickling your armpits, will help create a rigid torso 
and avoid losing your angle during the pull. 

The final aspect of generating tension in the start, is having patience while initiating the pull. Many lifters, 
in an effort to be ‘fast off the floor’ or ‘explosive’, they will yank the bar off the floor and this can cause a 
loss of positioning and increase the difficulty of the lockout, even though the bar may move quickly from 
the floor. 

To start the lift with patience, you need to put tension into the bar as if you are trying to make it float off 
the floor without actually beginning to drive it yet with your legs. This tension will come from the lats and 
by creating subtle thoracic extension. I normally cue athletes to count to three in their head once they 
feel they are as tight as possible, before beginning to drive with the legs and truly begin the lift. A failure 
to start the lift with patience, often results in problems with the finish of the lift because torso angles and 
hip positions will be lost if you rush the start and don’t achieve enough tension.

While generating tension may not look like much is happening, these subtle aspects of technique will 
make a huge difference in the success of your lifts. Once all this tension is generated and only then, 
should you begin to drive your full foot through the floor, with weight balanced throughout the foot, as if 
you’re trying to push the ground away from you.

TENSION & PATIENCE IN THE START
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An effective Sumo Deadlift lockout, is a combination of strength, technique and timing. Of course, 
strength is a must, you must be strong throughout the back (traps, lats, rhomboids and erectors), glutes 
and quads to finish a heavy pull. 

Keeping your arms and shoulders long and relaxed throughout the lockout of the lift is a subtle but criti-
cal technical aspect of great sumo deadlifting. If you are trying to shrug the bar into the finish or pull on 
it with your arms, you will end up having to pull the bar a greater distance to finish the lift and could also 
have issues with downward movement of the bar after your lower body locks out and your upper body 
can no longer hold the bar in position, causing it to drop a bit. 

The timing of the lockout in the Sumo Deadlift is of particular importance and is often done improperly. 
The lockout of the lift, needs to begin very early, essentially as soon as the bar leaves the ground, you 
should begin trying to drive the hips forward to meet the bar, this should begin when the bar is below 
the knees. With the intent to lockout beginning early, you will be able to pull the bar the minimal distance 
needed to finish the lift. If the lifter waits to try to initiate the lockout until the bar is above the knees, they 
will end up needing to pull the bar a slightly longer distance. 

There is a tendency for lifters to try and lean back into the finish of the lockout, this is an error and can 
cause the knees to unlock. The lifter should try to finish their lockout by standing tall with good balance, 
the shoulders only slightly behind the bar, flexing the glutes and quads as hard as possible.

THE LOCKOUT
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Head position can be valuable at lockout as well, I suggest trying to keep your gaze at the horizon or 
slightly above when finishing the lift. Looking down can make it hard to get the shoulders behind the bar 
and looking too far up can lead to an overextension of the lumbar spine. 
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Being able to correctly identify your weakpoints in the deadlift and then strategically select exercises to 
address to fix those problems will make your training more effective and efficient.

Addressing Weakpoints

Weakness of the floor in the deadlift can be attributed to a lack of tension throughout the body or inabil-
ity to effectively push with the legs from this position. To address this issue from a technical standpoint, 
better breathing and bracing is key. From a strength standpoint, stronger quads and lats will be ben-
eficial. The Deadlift is unique in that, it doesn’t have an eccentric phase in competition, so there isn’t a 
stretch reflex to begin moving the bar upward, for this reason, including explosive work can be benefi-
cial. 

Deficit Deads
Deficit Deads are usually the most popular movement when discussing strength from the floor. They can 
be very useful but need to be treated strategically, as a bigger deficit, doesn’t necessarily mean a bet-
ter deficit. When the deficit becomes too large, it will alter the position too much for high transfer to the 
competitive exercise. For most lifters, .5-1.5” should be a sufficient deficit, if you are very tall/thin or very 
mobile, up to a 3” deficit could become useful. Sumo pullers can also use deficits and will need to err on 
the lower side of things because it will be a very stressful position for the hips. 

Low Pause Deadlifts
The Low Pause Deadlift is a very challenging movement that will build great strength and stability in the 
starting position of the movement. When performing a Low Pause Deadlift, you want to only pull the bar 
barely off the ground, no more than 1”, pause for a 2-3 count and then explosively finish the lift. These 
will be useful for the Conventional and Sumo puller alike.

Halting Deadlift
The simplest way to improve at something is to do it more, so if you are struggling at the start of a dead-
lift, The Halting Deadlift will give you twice as much practice in this part of the movement. In the Halting 
Deadlift, pull the bar to the bottom of the knees, lower it back to the ground and then perform a full repe-
tition. Both styles of Deadlift will benefit from Halting Deadlifts.

Coan Style Deadlift
Ed Coan, one of the greatest deadlifters of all-time, performed his reps of deadlift in a very challenging, 
very beneficial manner. Pull your deadlift up, as you typically would and then lower the bar under con-
trol, setting it down as if you’re trying to stay silent, let the tension out of the bar, but keep the tension 
throughout your body and pull again. Coan Style Deadlifts will be great for sumo or conventional pullers. 
 

Weak From the Floor
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High Bar/Front/SSB Squats
Improved quad strength will help you generate greater leg drive to start the lift and all of these squatting 
variations will help build that. Front and SSB Squats will also have the added benefit of challenging your 
upper back strength. Adding a pause to these squats can also be helpful when trying to improve the 
start of the Deadlift. 

Box Squats
While I don’t find the Box Squat to be useful in building raw squatting strength, it can be a useful tool for 
the Sumo Deadlift to improve hip strength, as well as hip and groin flexibility. Use a stance approximat-
ing your deadlift start position and a parallel, or slightly above box. 

Weighted Jumps
Improving Rate of Force Development can benefit a lifter who is slow from the floor. Jumping while hold-
ing weights, either on a trap bar, dumbbells or kettlebells in each hand, is a simple but effective way to 
improve your explosive strength. Keep the quality high and volume low. Three to 10 sets of 1 to 3 reps 
should be sufficient. 

Overhead Backwards MB Throw
Starting the ball on the ground can add a slight degree of extra benefit to this movement which will 
teach you to quickly generate force through the ground while also demanding that you improve your hip 
hinging pattern so you can effectively load the hips and glute for a throw of maximum distance. 

Pendlay Rows
A lack of lat tension can cause you to struggle off the floor and lose your position, dooming the lift when 
it has barely begun. Pendlay Rows will help teach you how to quickly generate tension in your lats. Max-
imize the effectiveness of this movement by demonstrating control in the eccentric before resetting the 
weight on the floor, similar to a Coan Style Deadlift.

Weak Around the Knees
Weakness around the knees, either below or above, in the deadlift is most often caused by a lack of 
hamstring strength and/or a lack of lat tension/strength which allows the bar to drift away from your 
body, making the lift more challenging than it should be.

RDL/Stiff Leg/Box Deadlift
The RDL or Stiff Leg Deadlift (I consider these to be the same exercise, don’t actually do Stiff Leg Dead-
lifts with your legs locked straight) is the best option for building highly transferable hamstring strength 
for the Deadlift. These can be done with tremendous overload and mimic the positions of the deadlift but 
with higher engagement of the hamstrings because of the high hip position.
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The Box Deadlift, is an RDL variation first shown to me by Boris Sheiko and Mikhail Koklyaev at a semi-
nar I hosted with them in Summer 2015 and since then I have implemented into my own and my athletes’ 
training with great success. The Box Deadlift, especially when done with a Vert Pull device, allows the 
athlete to maintain very strict RDL technique with totally vertical shin throughout the movement or possi-
bly even a negative shin angle for greater hamstring engagement. 

Pause Deadlifts
If you want to get stronger in a specific position, spend more time in that position. Paused work, for any 
of the lifts, will inherently cause you to spend more time in a position that you may be weak in. If you are 
struggling in the deadlift at a given point, performing a 2-3 count pause, just below that position is a sim-
ple and effective fix. It is important to pause .5-1.5” below the point where you are actually missing the 
lift, because that is the area where the bar is slowing down before it actually stops at the ‘sticking point’. 
When performing Pause Deadlifts, it is common that athletes don’t come to a complete stop but rather 
perform a ‘California roll’ through their pause point or just pull the bar slowly from the floor to the pause 
and then accelerate from there. To maximize the effectiveness of Pause Deadlifts, you need pull with 
maximal force to the pause, have a distinct time of isometric contraction while you hold the weight in 
place and then accelerate the bar to lockout with maximal force. 

Touch and Go Deadlifts
There is often debate among coaches and lifters about performing Deadlifts from a ‘dead stop’ or touch 
and go. While I think that the Dead Stop starts are the most valuable for building technique and strength 
off the floor in the Deadlift, Touch n Go reps can be very useful to build up your hamstring strength. Ba-
sically everybody can go heavier in the Touch n Go than they can from a dead stop, so if you’re doing a 
back down set or straight across sets or are in a higher volume phase, then going a bit heavier and per-
forming Touch n Go reps is a great way to overload the hamstrings. Adding straps may be appropriate 
here.

Bent Over Rows
General Lat Strength is important to ensure that the bar stays close to your body throughout the Dead-
lift and while many exercises like pull-ups and cable rows can help build this, Bent Over Rows, particu-
larly with a double overhand grip, will help strengthen the midrange position of the deadlift best. These 
will be a heavy and taxing exercise, some momentum generate from the body is acceptable but keep it 
within reason. Try to approximate your torso angle at the midrange of a deadlift when setting up for this 
exercise. Wearing straps for this movement is probably worthwhile. 
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The Deadlift Lockout is driven by glute and low back strength, as well as the upper back. Oftentimes a 
poor lockout can be related to problems in the starting position or a loss of hip position throughout the 
lift but for this section we will assume that your technique is stabilized (if not refer back to the Technique 
section) and that you just need to improve strength in specific areas. 

Block Pulls
Elevating the bar onto Blocks, typically 2-4” high, can be a useful way to strengthen the lockout, though 
it seems to work differently for Conventional vs Sumo Deadlifters. For the Conventional Deadlift, Block 
Pulls are often weaker then pulls from the floor. This is due to the lifter’s inability to generate leg drive 
with the bar in the elevated position, causing the back and hips to have to work harder to move the 
weight, overloading these areas will help strengthen the lockout for the conventional puller. 

For the Sumo Deadlifter, Block Pulls are almost always stronger than pulls from the floor but training 
them for maximum weights in low rep ranges is so neurally taxing that you can’t perform enough volume 
to build the hypertrophy and general strength needed for carryover to an improve lockout. If you are a 
Sumo Puller, looking to use Block Pulls to improve your Lockout, I’d suggest training them mostly in the 
4-8 rep range for multiple sets and reserving any maximal Block Pulls in the 1-3 rep range for a Mechan-
ical Overload tool, which we will discuss more in a bit. 

BB Hip Thrusts/Glute Bridges
The Glutes are a very powerful hip extensor and can be critical to a strong lockout, as well as maintain-
ing low back health. Both the Barbell Hip Thrust and Barbell Glute Bridge can be useful exercises to 
build Hypertrophy and Strength. These are not exercises to test your maximum on, but rather use them 
in the 5-12 rep range to build general strength and hypertrophy, ensuring that you are achieving full HIP 
extension (no Thoracic or Lumbar extension) on every rep. Try to get more out of less weight in these 
exercises by being strict in your technique and ensuring a strong contraction at the top of every rep. 

Good Mornings
The Good Morning is a great exercise for building strength throughout the posterior chain, particularly in 
the low back. Many conventional deadlifters, particularly those with larger midsections, will tend to have 
their hips lockout too early, causing their low back to have to finish the majority of the work when locking 
out a deadlift. The Good Morning is an excellent choice to build up low back stability and strength. As 
with the BB Hip Thrust, I’d suggest training the Good Morning for moderate reps in the 5-12 rep range, 
focusing on strict technique and maximizing the effectiveness of the exercise with as light of weight as 
you can. If you struggle with the proper hip hinging pattern for the Good Morning, using a setup similar 
to a Box Deadlift/Vert Pull can be helpful. Anchoring a band around your waist that resists your hips can 
also be a way to improve hip extensor strength in this movement. 

Weak At Lockout
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Back Raises
Back Raises or Back Hypers (Hyperextensions) are a very simple but effective strength builder for the 
low back. The technique is simple and unlikely to be screwed up and they can be loaded either with a 
bar across the back or by holding weights across the chest. When performing back raises, ensure that 
you stay in a neutral rib position, not allowing your ribs to rise and flair, this will help ensure that your 
low back and glutes are working effectively. These are a great exercise to train for sets of 8-20 reps and 
adding isometric holds at the top of the movement and controlled eccentrics are options to increase 
training effect without adding load. 

Reverse Hypers
Similarly to the Back Raise, the Reverse Hyper is a very effective exercise to build up low back and glu-
te strength. I do not suggest performing them in a ‘swinging’ manner, as this can lead to spinal flexion 
under load which can be injurious, rather, perform your Reverse Hypers with strict control for maximum 
effect. These are a great exercise to train for sets of 8-20 reps and adding isometric holds at the top of 
the movement and controlled eccentrics are options to increase training effect without adding load. 

Shrugs
The final piece of the Deadlift Lockout is the ability to push the chest through to stand tall with the shoul-
ders back and a strong upper back from shrugs at various angles can help ensure you aren’t getting 
stuck with rounded shoulders. Training heavy Barbell Shrugs and Dumbbell Shrugs with an upright or 
slightly leaned over posture will build strength in the upper and mid traps to ensure you can finish a 
heavy pull.

Mechanical Overload
Mechanical Overload for the Deadlift isn’t as significant an asset in training as it is for the Squat and 
Bench because 1-heavy deadlifts already generate such great neural fatigue and 2-the deadlift doesn’t 
carry the same psychological intimidation effect of feeling heavy as the squat or bench because it 
doesn’t have an eccentric phase preceding its concentric phase. For these reasons, I don’t advocate for 
much Mechanical Overload training in the Deadlift but if you feel it is useful for you, here are my sugges-
tions. 

Block Pulls
For the conventional deadlifer, the Block Pull isn’t likely to be a mechanical overload tool but if you are 
able to pull more from blocks than you are from the floor, it can be used to drive Neural adaptations with 
105-125% of your maximum. Sumo Deadlifts can almost definitely pull more with the bar elevated 2-4” 
than they can from the floor and can use this as a Mechanical Overload tool for a max set of 1-3 reps. 
Keep in mind though that if you are pulling 105-125% of your best from from the floor, from blocks, that 
there will be tremendous neural fatigue generated. If you use Block Pulls as part of your peaking block, 
they should be done far enough away from competition to allow the neural fatigue to decay and the 
stronger you are, the further from the meet that needs to be. 
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Reverse Band Deadlifts
Reverse Band Deadlifts can be used to help an athlete accommodate to a heavier load or build a stron-
ger lockout. Utilize Bands from the safety rails or top of a rack so that you’re able to lift 105-125% of your 
maximum, the stronger you are the lower in that percentage range will be appropriate. As with any Me-
chanical Overload strategy, Reverse Band Deadlifts carry with them a substantial amount of Neural Fa-
tigue that must be properly managed heading into a competition. 

Grip Training
For the competitive powerlifter, your Deadlift can only be as strong as your grip allows it to be and there 
is nothing more frustrating than dropping a heavy pull at lockout, so lets ensure that doesn’t happen. 

Holding Your Last Rep
The simplest strategy to improve your grip strength for the Deadlift, doesn’t require any extra exercises, 
just simply hold the last rep of each set at lockout for 10-15 seconds. 

Timed Holds
Set the bar on the safeties in a power rack so that you don’t have to lift it very far and hold for 30 sec-
onds, then rest for 90 seconds, repeat this 3x. Begin with 50% of your max and build up as you can. 

Double Overhand Deadlifts
Another simple strategy to add some extra grip work in, though I don’t feel it as effective/specific as the 
two previous strategies, is to begin your deadlift training with a double overhand grip and only switching 
to over/under or a hook grip once you can no longer hold on. 

Farmers Walks
Farmers Walks are a fun way to build up some grip strength as well as improve trunk stability and GPP. 
You don’t need to train these for maximum weight if you aren’t preparing for a strongman contest but 
challenging yourself for 15-50yd walks can be beneficial in a general training phase. 

Other Grip Training Ideas
There are lots of grip training tools available such as Rolling Thunder, Pinch Grip Blocks, Grenade 
Grips and Grippers but you must remember that the ability to hold onto a heavy deadlift is dictated by 
your Supporting Grip, so while closing a #3 Captains of Crush or picking up a heavy Blob may mean 
you have a strong crushing or pinch grip, it won’t necessarily translate to holding onto a heavy deadlift. 
These tools are useful for general grip strength through and chances are unless you are a VERY strong 
deadlifter, that if you have good general grip strength, you will be able to hold onto your pulls. 
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Training for Reps
While the goal of the powerlifter is to build the 1rm for the Deadlift, it is often necessary for Strongman or 
CrossFit competitors to build up their ability to perform reps. While increasing your 1rm is a good strat-
egy to improving your rep strength, you can reach a point of diminishing returns here and this will par-
ticularly be the case if the weight you need to perform for reps is under 75% of your 1rm, at that point, 
strength endurance and special work capacity will play a greater role. 

Here is a simple strategy to improve your rep capacity at a given weight, for the purposes of this let’s 
say that you have a contest with 405# for max reps and this represents less than 75% of your 1rm, so we 
are focused on capacity, rather than improving maximal strength. 

Week 1
Deadlift from 6” Blocks 405x3xAMRAP in 1 min, 6-10 min rest periods. 

Week 2
Deadlift from 4” Blocks 405x3xAMRAP in 1 min, 6-10 min rest periods, try to match reps from Week 1. 

Week 3
Deadlift from 2” Blocks 405x2xAMRAP in 1 min, 6-10 min rest periods, try to match reps from Week 1. 

Week 4
Deload, Compete at End of Week. 
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It is likely that through the course of a long career of hard training, you will incur some level of back inju-
ry and returning to Deadlifting after that injury can be intimidating and difficult. While the majority of this 
work should be guided by a qualified Physical Therapist like one you can find at ClinicalAthlete.com, the 
Deadlifting portion of things I can offer some insight in. 

The start position of the deadlift is usually the most painful and compromised position after a back injury, 
so it is where we must guard ourselves against further injury but it is also where we need to be able to 
return to. 

A combination of Block Pulls and Reverse Band Deadlifts will allow a lifter to return to pulling from the 
floor while building back strength and confidence. 

Returning from Injury

Week 1
    Day 1 - Deadlift from 6” Blocks 50%x4x6, these should feel like a 4RPE. 
                 Reverse Band Deadlifts 70%x3x6
    Day 4 - Deadlift from 6” Blocks 50%x4x5, these should feel like a 4RPE. 
                 Reverse Band Deadlifts 70%x3x5

Week 2
    Day 1 - Deadlift from 4” Blocks 57.5%x4x5, these should feel like a 5RPE. 
                 Reverse Band Deadlifts 77.5%x3x5
    Day 4 - Deadlift from 4” Blocks 57.5%x4x4, these should feel like a 5RPE. 
                 Reverse Band Deadlifts 77.5%x3x4

Week 3
    Day 1 - Deadlift from 2” Blocks 65%x4x4, these should feel like a 6RPE
                 Reverse Band Deadlifts 85%x3x4
    Day 4 - Deadlift from 2” Blocks 65%x4x3, these should feel like a 6RPE
                 Reverse Band Deadlifts 85%x3x3

Week 4
    Day 1 - Deadlift 72.5%x4x3, these should feel like a 7RPE
                 Reverse Band Deadlifts 92.5%x3x3
    Day 4 - Deadlift 72.5%x4x2, these should feel like a 7RPE
                 Reverse Band Deadlifts 92.5%x3x2
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The Block Pulls will allow you to get training stimulus in the Deadlift muscles while staying in safe and 
tolerable positions. Do not feel constrained to this progression, as it may be more appropriate/necessary 
for you to decrease block height by 1” each week (6”/5”/4”/3”/2”1”) or that you may need to start from a 
higher block depending on your height and pain free range of motion.

The Reverse Band Deadlifts will alleviate load in your most compromised position, the start, while still al-
lowing you to stay in touch with your deadlift technique. 

These exercises should be done in conjunction with 90/90 Breathing, Birddogs, Deadbugs and a variety 
of other movements. To learn about my recovery from 2 herniated discs, read Lumbar Spine Rehab Pt 1, 
2 and 3.
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The Deadlift is a unique beast compared to the Squat and Bench. Due to its big range of motion, large 
number of muscle involved and particular stress on the hands and low back, the Deadlift is the most fa-
tiguing of the powerlifts. With so much Fatigue being generated, training for the Deadlift needs to be 
treated very strategically, creating the proper balance of Overload, Fatigue Management and SRA to 
develop Strength and Technical Prowess. In this next section, I will try to help you understand what 
these considerations are and how to apply them to your program design. 

Assessing the Athlete
Before you can make any decisions about a program, you first must understand the athlete. There are 
intra and inter individual differences to consider. Intra-individual differences are changes that will hap-
pen over the course of an athlete’s career, adjustments based on their training age as their experience, 
strength and muscularity increases, as well as changes based upon their lifestyle, as the quality of their 
diet and sleep, along with their stress, ebbs and flows. Inter-individual differences are differences be-
tween one lifter and another, these are based mostly on gender, size, strength, experience and lifestyle 
factors that affect recovery ability. 

Answering the following questions will help us begin to make adjustments on some important program-
ming decisions. For Strength Classifications, refer to Charts on page 56:

Programming Considerations
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All of these considerations will affect how much training you can/should do. Some factors will generally 
mean an athlete can recover from more volume and some will generally lead to less volume being possi-
ble/necessary. 

The amount of training an athlete can effectively recover from is called their Maximum Recoverable Vol-
ume (MRV) and each of the questions you answered above will affect the MRV to be slightly higher or 
lower. Finding an athlete’s MRV is a process of trial and error but through the understanding of how 
these Individual Differences impact MRV we can better inform our starting position. 

Let’s look at MRV for a Hypertrophy Deadlift Cycle, we know from our observations of training that most 
athletes’ MRV for the Squat during a Hypertrophy Cycle will fall between 6-12 Overloading Sets/Week. 
An Overloading Set is one which will be sufficiently stimulating to drive adaptation. For the purposes 
of understanding your MRV, we will split the difference of our know MRV range and have you start at 9 
Sets/Week.

Go through this chart and find your answer to each category and adjust your MRV accordingly by the in-
formation at the top of the chart.

determining training volume
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To illustrate how this should work, beginning at 9 Sets/Week if you are…

Male +0
Lightweight +4
Medium Height +2
Low Strength +1
Beginner +0
43 Years Old -2
Average Diet +0
Average Sleep +0
Low Away from Training Stress +1
Drug Free +0
Below Average Historical Recovery Ability -1

Your MRV for Deadlift in Hypertrophy: 15 Sets/Week

Why do these factors cause Volume to raise/lower?

Gender
Female lifters are generally smaller and less muscular than their male counterparts of similar qualifica-
tion, this coupled with lower testosterone, causes each session to be less fatiguing and necessitates 
them to train at higher volumes. 

Weight
A lifter’s bodyweight is highly correlated (hopefully) to their muscle mass. More muscle mass means 
more muscle to be damaged and this greater amount of damaged muscle will take longer to recover, 
lessening the amount of training the athlete can do. 

Height
A taller lifter will move the bar a greater distance on each rep causing more work to be done on each 
rep, this will make each set more fatiguing than it would be for a shorter lifter. 

Strength
The stronger a lifter becomes the more stimulating each set of work they do is and the more fatigue a 
given set will generate.

Experience
A more experienced lifter will have a greater special work capacity than a beginner lifter, and more than 
they had when they were beginners or intermediates. This greater special work capacity should allow 
them to train with more volume throughout the week.
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Diet
The quality of a lifter’s diet will provide them with the calories, macronutrient breakdown and micronutri-
ent content to effectively recovery from training. Proper nutrient timing will further enhance their recovery 
a small amount. 

Sleep
Sleep is a cornerstone of effective recovery, not sleeping enough will make it difficult for even the most 
gifted of lifters to tolerate high training volumes. 

Stress 
The body doesn’t know the difference between stress imposed from lifting, or long work hours, exams or 
a hectic home life. You must account for all stressors when determining how much volume you can 
handle. 

Performance Enhancing Drugs
Performance Enhancing Drugs help you recover faster from training but they also make the neural effect 
of training more profound and lead you to lift more weight which is more fatiguing, so their effect on MR-
Visn’t as profound as some would lead you to believe. 

Historical Recovery Ability
How much training have you been able to recover from in the past? Some people are able to recover 
better than others and while this is largely a genetic quality, we can’t measure your genetics so under-
standing your training history is the next best thing.

Bigger, Stronger, More Experienced Athletes are more capable of generating fatigue with each session, 
so they will often need to train at lower intensities to properly manage fatigue and avoid non-function-
al overreaching. Smaller, Weaker and Less Experienced Athletes, along with most female lifters, aren’t 
able to generate as much fatigue in single sessions, so they are often able to train at higher relative in-
tensities.

Determining Intensity

Hypertrophy 55-75%

Strength 70-90%

Peaking 85-100%
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In addition to the Individual Differences we must consider when determining frequency, you must also 
take into account Time, Special Work Capacity and Phase. Time is the first consideration because while 
we can design the most scientifically sound program possible, it will never work if the athlete isn’t able to 
adhere to it. 

When an athlete’s training time is limited to only short training sessions, more frequent sessions, which 
are less overloading by nature, may be necessary. If the athlete’s time is limited in how many days per 
microcycle they may train, they will need bigger sessions to satisfy overload and train with their optimal 
frequency (or close to it). 

An athlete’s Special Work Capacity is their ability to perform more training in a given session, so while 
we may find that based on the athlete’s MRV and Optimal Frequency, they should be performing 8-10 
overloading sets in a session, they may lack the Special Work Capacity to complete this much work, so 
they’ll need to spread their Weekly Volume out over more sessions. 

Which Phase an athlete is in must be considered when determining how many Overloading sessions 
they perform in a microcycle. Each Hypertrophy, Strength and Peaking sessions have their own unique 
SRA Curves and rates at which they will accumulate Fatigue, so they may require different training fre-
quencies, or different organizations of this frequency to ensure that the necessary Overloading param-
eters are met. This is particularly unique during a Peaking phase where Neural Fatigue is higher due to 
greater Relative Intensity, this leads to less frequent overloading but that works against one of the prima-
ry goals of Peaking, Technical Prowess. To ensure that this is goal is still achieved, it is necessary that 
we introduce Technical Sessions.

Determining Frequency
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As you go about determine your training frequency, it is likely that you will be selecting a range, such 
as 2-3x/week Squatting, this will likely result in what we will call a Half or Small Training Session. For ex-
ample, if you have an MRV of 16 sets in the Squat, to be spread out between 2-3 sessions/week, you 
may have 2 bigger sessions, one of 7-8 sets, another of 5-6 sets and a 3rd small session of 2-3 sets, 
this smaller session of 2-3 sets would be our ‘Half’ Session. You can also manipulate this Frequency and 
how it impacts Fatigue Accumulation through strategic exercise selection.

Use Variation to manipulate how much Fatigue is generated. Watch Principle of Variation and Principle 
of Fatigue Management videos on YouTube. These lists are based on equal relative intensities.

Deadlift Variations
    Reverse Band Deadlift                                                                                       Most Fatiguing

    Deficit Pulls, Sumo Block Pulls (If done for Mechanical Overload)

    Conventional Deadlift

    Conventional Block Pulls (Assuming You Can Do More from Floor)

    Sumo Deadlift, RDLs, Good Mornings

    Back Raises, Reverse Hypers, GHRs                                                                Least Fatiguing
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Programs

Beginner
The Beginner Deadlift Program is designed for lifters with less than 3 years of serious training experi-
ence, who have a Deadlift in Class III-IV. It follows a very linear progression through a 4+1 Hypertrophy 
Phase, 4+1 Strength Phase and 3 Week Peaking Phase. Beginner athletes can utilize more linear pro-
gression because they won’t accumulate fatigue as quickly since weights they are using are lighter. Be-
ginner athletes need more emphasis on Hypertrophy compared to Peaking training, hence the longer 
time in that phase. They also won’t need as frequent of deloads so 4+1 (4 weeks overload + 1 week de-
load) or 5+1 schemes are appropriate.

Intermediate
The Intermediate Deadlift Program is designed for lifters with 3-6 years of serious training experience, 
who have a Deadlift in Class II-Master. It could also be utilized well by Advanced Female or Lightweight 
Male lifters. It utilizes an Alternating Periodization scheme, trading off weeks between more challenging 
Deadlift Training with lighter Squat/Bench work and vice versa. This allows the Intermediate athlete, who 
accumulates fatigue more quickly than a Beginner, to decay some fatigue between the most challeng-
ing sessions while still maintaining fitness with moderate volume work.

Advanced
The Advanced Deadlift Program is designed for lifters with 6+ years of serious training experience, who 
have a squat in the Elite or International Elite qualification. This program could also be useful for Inter-
mediate level Masters lifters or lifters with reduced recovery capacity because of a physically demand-
ing job. The Advanced program utilizes a High/Medium/Low training structure that allows for more re-
covery between the most challenging sessions which is necessary as Advanced lifters will accumulate 
more significant fatigue from their overloading work.
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We hope you enjoyed this and were able to learn some new information to help 

your training. If you’re looking for coaching, we have several options to help you 

out.

https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/powerlifting-a-i/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/weightlifting-ai/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/powerbuilding-a-i/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/bjj-strength-conditioning-ai/
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https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/powerlifting-1-on-1/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/weightlifting-1-on-1/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/powerbuilding-1-on-1/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/supertotal-1-on-1/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/sports-performance-coaching/
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